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ABSTRACT

The high accumulation rate and negligible amount of melt at Eclipse Icefield (3017 m) in the Saint Elias Range of Yukon, Canada, allows for the preservation of a high-resolution isotopic and glaciochemical records valuable for reconstruction of climatic variables. Each of the three Eclipse ice cores have a well-constrained depth-age scale with dozens of reference horizons over the twentieth century that permits an exceptional level of confidence in the results of the current calibration exercise. Stacked time series of accumulation and stable isotopes were divided into cold and warm seasons and seasons of extreme high and extreme low accumulation and stable isotope values (eight groups). For each group, season-averaged composites of 500-hPa geopotential height grids, and the individual seasons that constitute them, were analyzed to elucidate common anomalous flow patterns. This analysis shows that the most fractionated isotopes and lowest accumulation cold seasons reflect a more zonal height pattern in the North Pacific associated with negative Pacific–North American (PNA) and Pacific decadal oscillation (PDO) indices. Conversely, the least fractionated isotopes and highest accumulation cold seasons are associated with a positive PNA pattern. Although only a maximum of approximately 20% of the total number of accumulation and stable isotope seasons exhibit a relatively consistent relationship with 500-hPa geopotential height patterns, these results support the hypothesis that the most extreme accumulation and extreme isotope cold-season values in the Saint Elias Mountains are related to consistent atmospheric circulation and oceanic sea surface temperature patterns.

1. Introduction

Several Northern Hemisphere climate proxy records (e.g., ice cores, sediment cores, tree rings) have been calibrated using modern instrumental records with the goal of reconstructing past climate. An accurate calibration is critically dependent on careful and proper dating of the climate proxy record. Dating errors on the order of just 1 or 2 years can lead to an erroneous calibration and a misleading reconstruction of past climate prior to the calibration period (e.g., Schmutz et al. 2000; Cook et al. 2002). The aggregation of multiple well-dated climate proxies can be used to reconstruct climate variability with increased confidence (White et al. 1997; Crowley and Lowery 2000; Mann 2002; Mann et al. 2008).

Glaciochemical and snow accumulation records developed from ice cores recovered from glaciers around the North Atlantic have been calibrated with historical meteorological data and regional pressure patterns. For example, White et al. (1997) found a significant correlation between the stacked Greenland Ice Sheet Project 2 (GISP2) and Greenland Ice Core Project (GRIP) isotope records and the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO), a climate index representing the sea level pressure (SLP)
difference between Iceland and the Azores and other meteorological and climatic variables. Meecker and Mayewski (2002) found a strong relationship in the GISP2 ice core between the concentrations of sea salt \( [\text{Na}^+] \) and non-sea-salt \( [\text{K}^+] \) and the amplitude of prominent Northern Hemisphere SLP centers (Icelandic low, Azores high, Siberian high, and Southeast Asian low). Additionally, Cook et al. (2002) used a large set of tree-ring width data to reconstruct the NAO to A.D. 1400 and highlighted the importance of proper proxy calibration.

Conversely, fewer climate reconstructions have been performed from proxy records recovered from the North Pacific region (e.g., D’Arrigo et al. 1999; Crowley and Lowery 2000; Biondi et al. 2001; Mann 2002, Mann et al. 2008). The first ice core record from southwestern North America was recovered in 1980 from the high-elevation location of Mount Logan, Saint Elias Mountains, southwestern Yukon, Canada (Holdsworth et al. 1992). The core was extracted from the Northwest Col of the summit plateau at an elevation of 5340 m (nearly 500 hPa). Its oxygen isotope record yielded very low correlations with regional station temperature and precipitation due to the distinctly different boundary layer air mass sampled by low-elevation stations (Holdsworth et al. 1991, 1992; Holdsworth and Krouse 2002). However, accumulation at this high-elevation core location exhibits a strong correlation with the distant El Niño–Southern Oscillation (ENSO) through atmospheric teleconnections (Moore et al. 2002, 2003). Rupper et al. (2004) demonstrated a nonlinear connection between Mt. Logan accumulation and midtropospheric circulation, with only high accumulation years associated with a consistent positive PNA pattern. The switch from an antiphase to in-phase relationship around 1890 between the Mt. Logan accumulation and Niño-3.4 SST suggests other undetermined forcings modulate snow accumulation and regional climate (Moore et al. 2001).

Recently, several new ice cores have been recovered from Mt. Logan and surrounding regions, including a new core from Mt. Logan at Prospector-Russell Col (PR Col; 5340 m; Fisher et al. 2004; Osterberg et al. 2008), Bona-Churchill (4420 m; Urmann 2009), King Col (4135 m; Goto-Azuma et al. 2003), and Eclipse Icefield (3017 m; e.g., Yalcin and Wake 2001; Yalcin et al. 2003, 2006b,c, 2007). Fisher et al. (2004) analyzed stable isotope data from three elevations in southwestern Yukon, (PR Col, Eclipse, and Jellybean Lake) and concluded that isotope fractionation is influenced by the moisture source region. Higher-elevation sites experience a large difference in average \( \delta^{18}O \) in zonal versus meridional flow because its moisture source is several thousand kilometers away and can shift dramatically based on the prevailing atmospheric flow pattern. Fisher et al. (2008) posited that a quasi-periodic millennial-scale oscillation in the \( \delta^{18}O \) and deuterium excess \( (d) \) time series are an artifact of oscillating enhanced meridional and zonal North Pacific flow patterns that are responsible for the abrupt drop in values at Mt. Logan around A.D. 1840. Fisher et al. (2004) suggest lower elevation sites (i.e., Eclipse) do not exhibit this shift because their moisture source is more local (i.e., Gulf of Alaska and Bering Sea) and cannot shift substantially. An altitudinal transect of stable isotope measurements of snow indicate Mt. Logan and Eclipse are exposed to different isotopic layers of the troposphere during snowfall events (Holdsworth and Krouse 2002; Holdsworth 2008). Accumulation has a minimal correlation with regional station precipitation at Mt. Logan (Holdsworth et al. 1992; Rupper et al. 2004) and the first ice core drilled at Eclipse (1996; Wake et al. 2002). Analysis of the first Eclipse Icefield core showed that isotopes shared a mere 5%–10% variability with regional station summer temperatures (Wake et al. 2002).

The ability to reconstruct past climate from proxy records depends fundamentally on the development of an accurate depth–age scale (e.g., Dansgaard et al. 1989; Alley et al. 1993), especially for the calibration period. Several samples each year are needed for precise dating of firn and ice cores using \( \delta^{18}O \) seasonal variations to delineate annual layer counting (Hammer et al. 1986). The dating error must be of a smaller magnitude than the temporal scale that is being used for reconstruction in order to build a climate record of high confidence. The high snow accumulation rate \( \sim 1.4 \text{ meters of water equivalent per annum (m w.e. a}^{-1}) \) measured in three separate ice cores from Eclipse provides an opportunity to develop a highly accurate depth–age relationship that can be used with confidence to quantify the extent to which the accumulation and isotope time series reflect changes in a variety of meteorological parameters. In this study, three ice core accumulation and isotope records from the relatively low elevation (3017 m) of Eclipse were calibrated with modern instrumental data to determine their potential to reconstruct past precipitation, surface temperature, various climate indices and tropospheric flow patterns. This study improves upon the work of Wake et al. (2002) by using a stack of three ice cores that increases the signal to noise ratio and confidence in the results.

2. Methodology

a. Data and methods

Accumulation and stable isotope time series from three ice core records from the Eclipse Icefield (3017 m)
in the Saint Elias Range in Yukon, Canada (Fig. 1), are
used in this study. The first core, 160 m deep, was drilled
in the summer of 1996 (Blake et al. 1998), and spans the
period 1895–1994. Two other ice cores were drilled 1 m
apart in 2002, approximately 100 m upflow from the site
of core 1 (Yalcin et al. 2006c). All three cores were an-
alyzed continuously at high resolution for isotopes and
major ions (Yalcin et al. 2006b). Data records used from
core 2 (345 m, A.D. 1000) and core 3 (130 m, A.D. 1910)
are 1828–2000 and 1910–2001, respectively. Firn density
was measured for each core segment (~1 m) using bulk
mass and volume measurements and accounting for any
ice layers, for which density was assumed to be 0.91 g cm
−3. A high level of confidence in the depth–age rela-
tionships developed for all the Eclipse cores is based on
the identification of 40 volcanic eruptions using the ice core
sulfate record, geochemical fingerprinting of four tephra
layers in the ice core using major oxide analysis of indi-
vidual glass shards, beta activity peaks from atmospheric
nuclear weapons testing in 1962 and 1963 and the 1986
Chernobyl accident, and strong seasonal signals in the
δ18O and [Na+] time series (Yalcin and Wake 2001;
Yalcin et al. 2003, 2006b, 2007). The high accumulation
rate significantly diminishes the chances of missing even
a low accumulation year. The dating errors on these high
resolution ice cores are estimated at ±1 yr for the nine-
teenth and twentieth centuries (Yalcin et al. 2007).

Monthly values of station cumulative precipitation and
average temperature were obtained from the National
Climatic Data Center's Global Historical Climate
Network (GHCN) (http://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/ghcnm/)
to test how well Eclipse records represent regional low
elevation precipitation and temperature. All stations in
Alaska and northwest of 55°N and 120°W in Canada
were selected from the GHCN and retained for the
study if the station had at least 30 years of data and at
least 8 months of data per year. Of the 142 total stations
in this domain, 75 (72) stations met the data quality
requisite and were retained for their temperature (pre-
icipitation) records. Missing monthly data were filled by
a linear regression analysis from stations that exhibited
a coefficient of determination of at least 0.5 with the sta-
tion of missing data. If no station was available to fill in the
data, the average of that respective month from all other
years in that station’s record were used.

The dominant modes of variability of the station an-
nual and seasonal temperature and precipitation time
series were calculated using an empirical orthogonal
function (EOF) analysis (e.g., Wilks 2006). This statis-
tical analysis calculates the modes responsible for the
common variability exhibited by a group of vector data,
which in this case are time series. The first eigenmode
represents the highest variability in the dataset, with each
successive eigenmode representing the most variability
remaining in the dataset and being orthogonal to all other
eigenmodes. A subset of stations was chosen based on
completeness (~95% for temperature, ~85% for pre-
icipitation) for the 1942–2001 time frame: 26 stations for
temperature and 22 stations for precipitation. These ei-
genmodes of temperature and precipitation were ana-
yzed to determine dominant modes of variability that
the Eclipse records share. Hereafter, “precipitation” re-
fers to that from the stations and “accumulation” refers
to snowfall preserved at Eclipse.

The high accumulation rate of the Eclipse site allows
for seasonal analysis. Seasonal resolution is useful to in-
vestigate how different seasonal atmospheric circulation
patterns impact the ice core record. Annual (January–
December), cold-season (October–March; labeled by the
year in which it ends), and warm-season (April–
September) ice core accumulation (Fig. 2) and isotope
values (Fig. 3) were calculated. The seasons were de-
finite by identifying the most (least) negative isotope
value and assigning it a date of 1 January (1 July), and then
assuming a constant accumulation rate between these
points. The lack of real-time, year-round station mea-
surements at Eclipse precludes knowledge of when the
typical timing of isotope maxima and minima occur and
the 6-month seasons used should help to minimize ef-
teffects of seasonal dating errors. The water equivalent
depth of each season was calculated. Each of the three
ice core accumulation time series, and one stacked (the
average of the accumulation of all three cores) time
series was compared with regional station precipitation. A similar analysis was performed among the $\delta^{18}O$ time series and regional station temperature. A full $\delta^{18}O$ time series was not obtained from core 2 and $\delta D$ was used instead. A stacked core for $\delta^{18}O$ and $\delta D$ was computed by averaging their standardized values (Fig. 3). Because of the different ages of the tops of the three cores, the stacked core consists of the mean of cores 2 and 3 for 1996–2000, and 2001 is the value of core 3. Annual correlations of cores 1 and 2 with core 3 were 0.71 and 0.65, respectively, and ranged between 0.40 and 0.58 for the seasons.

Geopotential height data at 500 hPa comes from the National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP)–National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) reanalysis $2.5^\circ \times 2.5^\circ$ horizontal-resolution dataset (Kalnay et al. 1996). The time frame analyzed is that for which the ice cores and the reanalysis dataset overlap, 1948–2001.

A primary objective of this research is to determine whether the seasonal Eclipse records are associated with any atmospheric patterns, what the patterns are, and to quantify this relationship. To do so, the seasonal ice core values were initially grouped into terciles by partitioning them by $\pm 1$ standard deviation to compare atmospheric circulation differences between the high and low seasons, as was done similarly with nitrate and sulfate for core 1 by Wake et al. (2002). However, composites of 500-hPa geopotential height for each tercile too closely resembled climatology because of multiple anomaly patterns offsetting each other. Therefore, we defined groups of seasons by identifying a step function in the ranking (i.e., from high to low) of the seasonal values in the ice core records. A step function, where the extreme seasons have values that are significantly higher/lower than the middle group, is apparent in all but three of the eight groupings (most fractionated warm, least fractionated cold, and low accumulation warm seasons). For these three groupings, the highest and lowest 5 years (10%) were used. This analysis was performed for eight ($2^3$) groups: the highest and lowest values of accumulation and isotopes for the cold and warm season. The groups consisted of between four and six seasons (of the highest or lowest proxy values). For each group, composites of 500-hPa geopotential height anomalies were produced to elucidate common patterns for each group.

Statistical significance shown for the 500-hPa geopotential height anomaly composites was calculated using resampling theory (Wilks 2006). Also described as a Monte Carlo technique, this test uses only real data and is used widely in meteorology and paleoclimatology studies (e.g., Gershunov and Barnett 1998; Thompson and Wallace 2001; Moore et al. 2002; Kaufman et al. 2009). Artificial composites of the same number of seasons...
were computed by randomly selecting seasons without replacement from the NCEP–NCAR reanalysis dataset. Then, the anomaly values in the real composites were compared grid point by grid point with the distribution of values generated from a set of $10^4$ artificial composites. Real anomaly values were considered statistically significant at the 95% level if they fell outside the 5th and 95th percentiles.

Monthly-averaged climate indices used for correlations with the core and station data include the Pacific decadal oscillation (PDO; Zhang et al. 1997; Mantua et al. 1997), Multivariate ENSO Index (MEI, Wolter and Timlin 1993, 1998), Niño-3.4 (Trenberth 1997), Pacific–North American pattern (PNA, Wallace and Gutzler 1981), and Arctic Oscillation (AO, Higgins et al. 2000). These indices were chosen because of their direct or indirect association with wind, temperature, and precipitation variability around Eclipse that may leave a robust proxy signal.

The PDO index describes a multidecadal (~50–60-yr period) cycle in the SST anomalies in the Pacific basin (similar to ENSO). The positive phase exhibits warm anomalies in the central equatorial Pacific and along the western coast of North America to coastal Alaska. Cool SST anomalies stretch eastward from the Asian coast across the northern midlatitudes. These anomalies act to increase the SST gradient south of Alaska and increase low-level baroclinicity through differential heat and moisture fluxes with the atmosphere. The negative PDO phase is the opposite SST pattern and decreases the magnitude of the SST gradient.

The PNA index describes a dominant mode of variability in the atmospheric circulation in the Northern Hemisphere extratropics, most notably during the cold season (Barnston and Livezey 1987). The positive phase represents a wave pattern of above and below average 500-hPa geopotential heights that enhances the climatological midlatitude wave pattern. Above average heights are found in the tropical central Pacific and over the Intermountain West of North America. Below average heights are located in the region of the Aleutian low and southeastern United States. The height anomalies of the negative phase of the PNA have the opposite sign. Monthly values generally reflect recurring atmospheric patterns on shorter temporal scales in most cases, as opposed to offsetting periods of opposite flow patterns (Vega et al. 1995). Through oceanic–atmospheric coupling, the phase of the PDO (SST pattern) is frequently in phase with the PNA (atmospheric pattern) during the cold season ($r = 0.71$) when the PNA is active (Barnston and Livezey 1987). An annual correlation results in $r = 0.64$ and during the warm season $r = 0.38$.

The MEI is a multivariate measure of ENSO that incorporates air and sea surface temperatures, wind, mean sea level pressure, and cloudiness over the tropical Pacific. The behavior of tropical meteorology can result in strongly influenced midlatitude weather through various atmospheric patterns, including the pattern described as the PNA, and modulate atmospheric responses to other forcings (Yu and Zwiers 2007).

The AO pattern represents the leading eigenmode of the 1000-hPa geopotential heights north of 20°N for 1979–2000 and contains most of the variability of the NAO. During a positive phase AO, negative anomalies cover most of the Arctic Ocean and across Greenland and Iceland. Positive anomalies flank in the Aleutian low region and in the eastern Atlantic midlatitudes. The anomaly pattern has opposite signs during a negative phase AO.

b. Stacked eclipse core

Averaging multiple well-dated ice core time series provides a climate proxy that maximizes signal-to-noise ratios (Fisher and Koerner 1994; Fisher et al. 1996; White et al. 1997; Kreutz et al. 2004) and should provide an improved climate signal compared with the record available from a single core. The mathematical process of averaging significantly reduces high-frequency noise that arises from spatial variability during deposition and postdepositional processes (e.g., melt, sublimation, and wind scour; Fisher and Koerner 1994) and is more effective than averaging the time series over multiple year periods (Fisher et al. 1996). Averaging over multiple years would also prevent a seasonal or annual calibration. Although slight smoothing of the data can occur, stacking of data from multiple cores provides a more robust record of the true climate signal because of the increased number of records used. This approach depends on the accuracy of the depth–age relationship for each core as dating errors of even one year will reduce the fidelity of the climate signal in the stacked record.

Stacking was performed on both the annual and seasonal accumulation and isotope time series. The results show that the stacked core retains a strong common signal (Table 1). The first EOF represents the majority of the common accumulation and isotope signal contained in all three cores and accounts for the majority of the variability in all groupings, especially in the accumulation groupings. Likewise, more than half of the variance of the individual cores’ time series are represented by the stacked core for all but two time series (both exceptions with core 1).

Our confidence is highest for the stacked core as the best Eclipse paleoclimate record because it utilizes three interpretations of Eclipse climate, maximizes signal
to noise ratio, and minimizes spatial variability resulting from postdepositional influences (Kreutz et al. 2004). The seasonal variability of isotope ratios and accumulation are greater than the spatial variability measured from four snow pits at Eclipse (Yalcin et al. 2006b) indicating that most variability is a nonlocal signal. The highly constrained depth–age scale for each core dramatically reduces the potential for annual layer dating errors and maximizes the climate signal. For these reasons, we have the most confidence in the stacked core time series and will use it in the remainder of our analyses.

3. Results

a. Comparisons with station time series

The first two station precipitation eigenmodes ($E_{1p}$ and $E_{2p}$) reveal two distinct patterns that represent 20.5% and 14.1% of the overall variability, respectively, for 1942–2001. The $E_{1p}$ shows positive variability in precipitation at western and southwestern, continental, low-elevation stations in Alaska (Fig. 4a). At least 40% of the variability is explained at 5 of the 21 stations. $E_{1p}$ has a correlation coefficient of $r = 0.38$ (14% variability explained) with the stacked core, indicating the strongest regional mode of precipitation has a strong influence on Eclipse accumulation. $E_{2p}$ shows a south coastal precipitation pattern (Fig. 4b) and shares at least 22% of precipitation variability in three south coastal stations and two eastern inland locations. Yakutat, Alaska (the closest station to Eclipse), exhibited the highest value with 54% of variability shared. The correlation coefficient between $E_{2p}$ and core accumulation is $r = 0.21$.

Variability in temperature is dominated by the first eigenmode ($E_{1t}$) with 61% variance shared (Fig. 5). This variance is much higher than those for precipitation and reflects the differing spatial scale of variability of each phenomenon. All 26 stations exhibited direct variance of at least 27%. Central and southern Alaskan stations showed the highest amount of variance explained with six stations over 80% and 20 stations with at least 50%. Stations with a strong marine influence (along the coasts or on islands) generally had the lowest variance explained by this first eigenmode. The correlation between the Eclipse stable isotopes and $E_{1t}$ was $r = 0.42$ (18% variability explained), which suggests that isotopes vary with the type of air mass traversing the region. Analysis of $E_{1t}$ suggests that temperature across the entire region is likely regulated by transient large-scale air masses, which are modified by the SST at coastal locations.

Cold-season precipitation in Sitka, Alaska, a coastal station close to the Eclipse Icefield, correlated best with Eclipse accumulation ($r = 0.54$). Several other stations correlated above $r = 0.30$ (at $p = 0.05$; Table 2). On average, the seasonal and annual $r$ values are consistent in magnitude between seasons and variables. More
stations had $r \geq 0.30$ for temperature than for precipitation, which is consistent with large air masses dominating temperature variability and the high spatiotemporal variability of precipitation. Most of the stations in Table 2 are located in the regions of highest variance as defined by the eigenmodes in Figs. 4 and 5, inferring that Eclipse ice core records preserve a regional temperature and precipitation signal.

The longer annual time frame yielded many higher correlations and more total correlations greater than or equal to 0.30 (Table 2). The high variability of precipitation in time and space, differences resulting from topographic influences and small errors in the delineation of seasons in the ice core depth-age scales likely account for this difference. This suggests that a time interval of less than a year may be too short to allow meso- and regional-scale precipitation mechanisms to consistently homogenize precipitation receipts in northwestern North America.

b. Ice core accumulation–seasonal 500-hPa geopotential height patterns

The climatological mean 500-hPa geopotential heights for each season are shown in Fig. 6. The cold season exhibits a mean trough along the eastern Asian coast associated with this cyclogeonic coastal region. The tight geopotential height gradient around the base of the trough relaxes to the east, and splits in the eastern Pacific with the northern branch rounding a ridge just inland of the western coast of North America. Eclipse Icefield lies in the mean southwest flow on the upstream side of this ridge. In the warm season, the mean trough and associated tight geopotential height gradient shift eastward to the longitude of the Bering Sea (largest longitudinal band of cold water in the North Pacific). Again, the Eclipse Icefield is in the mean southwest flow on the upstream side of the western North American ridge anchored by the Rocky Mountains in the same location as the cold season.

The most consistent pattern that high accumulation cold seasons (1962, 1963, 1981, 1988, 1993) display is positive 500-hPa geopotential height anomalies in western North America statistically significant at $p = 0.05$ (Fig. 7a). The composite mean height anomalies imply enhanced meridional flow between positive anomalies (>30 m) in western North America and negative anomalies (<−20 m) in the central North Pacific. Statistically significant negative anomalies (<−40 m) covered the eastern Arctic. Four of the five cold seasons exhibited this positive PNA pattern with the exception being 1962. The 1962 cold season had a reversal of the signs of the anomaly couplet, a negative PNA pattern, implying less amplified (i.e., more zonal) flow.

Atmospheric circulation associated with the top 4 years of high accumulation in the warm season (1985, 1992, 1993, 2000) are highly variable, but their average shows positive 500-hPa geopotential height anomalies in the western North American ridge, the adjacent north-eastern Pacific, and southeastern Siberia (Fig. 7b). All four warm seasons had negative or neutral anomalies in the central Pacific on the southern, upstream side of the mean trough indicating the trough reached farther south and sharpened. An important commonality of all four warm seasons is a sharpening of the mean Rossby wave in the Pacific, thus implying increased frequency of, and/or stronger, meridional flow bringing moisture to the St. Elias region.

The composite 500-hPa geopotential height pattern of the six cold seasons of lowest accumulation (1950, 1951, 1970, 1972, 1973, 1976) shows the opposite anomalies within the Pacific Rossby wave (Fig. 7c). Although not statistically significant, the positive central Pacific and negative western North American anomalies imply a flatter wave and zonal flow. Four of the six cold seasons show this signal. Much of the tropics and subtropics around the Northern Hemisphere had statistically significant negative anomalies, and may simply reflect the cooler hemispheric mean temperature of the first half of the period of study.

During the warm season, the lowest six accumulation years (1950, 1955, 1969, 1972, 1975, 1976) each show different height anomaly patterns. Each warm-season anomaly pattern does not show a well-defined Pacific region pattern of any sort, but most show a flatter Rossby wave amplitude in the northeast Pacific region as implied by the negative composite height anomalies from the Siberian peninsula to the Gulf of Alaska (Fig. 7d).
The strongest and most consistent 500-hPa geopotential height anomaly signal for seasonal stable isotopes was associated with the most fractionated isotopes during the cold season (1952, 1956, 1972, 1974, 1991; Fig. 8a). In this grouping, each of the five cold seasons show a greater than 70-m-height anomaly (composite of >60 m) on or just southeast of the International date line–Aleutian Islands crossing and a less than 240 m anomaly over western North America. For all five cold seasons, this anomaly pattern was part of an anomaly wave train from the tropical Pacific to the western Atlantic that closely resembles the negative PNA pattern. In effect, the arrangement of these anomalies acted to flatten the climatological Rossby wave pattern in this region and the average seasonal flow was zonal. A weak negative NAO pattern occurred over the North Atlantic.

The six most fractionated isotopes warm seasons (1965, 1969, 1984, 1992, 1996, 2001) exhibited higher variability in the magnitude and shape of the anomalies. All six warm seasons had positive anomalies in the Bering Sea region and negative anomalies to the east, leading to a weaker wave pattern on average (Fig. 8b). The years of least fractionated isotopes in the cold (1951, 1964, 1970, 1981, 1989, 2001) and warm seasons (1957, 1974, 1979, 1981, 1990, 1991) yielded little commonality, respectively, and weak average anomaly patterns (Figs. 8c,d). The cold-season individual years show strong
anomaly patterns, however, no more than two share the same pattern. The warm-season composite contained statistically significant positive height anomalies (>20 m), implying warmer temperatures, in Alaska for most warm seasons with little else in common. Although some statistically significant anomalies are shown in the composites composed of highly variable patterns, typically only one or two members are responsible for those anomalies and do not represent a consistent signal.

d. Climate indices

The strongest correlation occurred between the PDO and warm-season accumulation ($r = 0.50$; significant at $p = 0.001$). Cold-season isotopes correlated with the PDO, PNA, and NPI at $r = 0.32, 0.42$ and $-0.32$, respectively (each significant at $p = 0.05$). All other correlations were statistically insignificant ($p > 0.05$) with $r \leq 0.26$. However, the MEI did correlate strongly at a 1-yr lag with warm-season accumulation, which may result from the 2–3-yr-long nature of most ENSO events.

Isolating the most extreme seasons reveals strong correspondence with the climate indices. Six and five of the seven cold seasons with the lowest accumulation saw a negative PDO and PNA, respectively (see plus and minus signs in Fig. 2). Conversely, the PDO was positive for four of six and the PNA was positive for five of six of the high accumulation cold seasons. Also, the AO was negative for five of the top six high accumulation cold seasons. The PDO was negative for seven of the eight warm seasons with the lowest accumulation, with the exception being neutral. The PDO was positive for five and the PNA was negative for four of the six high accumulation warm seasons.

The best extreme seasonal correspondence occurred with the eight most fractionated isotopes cold seasons and the PDO—all eight were strongly negative. In fact, the PDO was negative for all but 3 of the 48 months and the PNA was also predominantly negative for six of the eight seasons. For the cold-season least-fractionated isotopes, the AO was negative for the top 10 seasons except the top season, the PNA was positive for all but the top two seasons, and the PDO was positive for 6 of 10 seasons. Four of the top six least fractionated isotopes warm seasons experienced a positive PDO and the PNA was largely neutral. No preference occurred for any index for the most fractionated isotopes warm seasons. In general, the PDO and PNA were in phase and consistent with each other and the proxies during the cold season and less consistent during the warm season.

e. Tests for robustness and sensitivity

The fidelity of the stacked core was tested by performing the same season-by-season 500-hPa geopotential height analysis on each of the three cores for accumulation and isotope ratios and comparing them with the stacked core composites. In all cases, extreme proxy values from individual cores do not have a better relationship than the stacked core. In addition, as determined from Table 2, the stacked records of Eclipse accumulation and isotopes reflect a significant portion of lower-elevation station precipitation and temperature variability (several stations with 10%–29% shared variance).
These results are notably higher than those from the same analysis performed solely on Eclipse core 1 (~5%–10%; Wake et al. 2002). Both comparisons contribute to a growing body of evidence that supports stacking multiple proxy records improves the climate signal-to-noise ratio (Fisher et al. 1996; White et al. 1997; Kreutz et al. 2004).

To test the sensitivity of the seasonal divisions to the robustness of the composites, two new seasonal time series of accumulation and isotope ratios were calculated by shifting the seasonal divisions by ±1 month (September–February/March–August and November–April/May–October). On average, these two variations had a lower percentage of seasons of consistent anomaly patterns. The only exceptions were low accumulation for September–February, and most fractionated isotopes for May–October and March–August.

4. Discussion

Based on our analysis, 6-month seasons of extreme accumulation and extreme isotope values at Eclipse are sometimes associated with large-scale atmospheric circulation patterns that will be useful for climate reconstruction of the North Pacific region. Table 3 summarizes the fraction of the 4–6 seasons in each of the

---

**FIG. 7.** Average 500-hPa geopotential height anomalies for the (a) five highest accumulation cold seasons, (b) four highest accumulation warm seasons, (c) six lowest accumulation cold seasons, and (d) six lowest accumulation warm seasons. Height anomalies are contoured in intervals of 10 m, beginning at +10 m (solid, positive) and −10 m (dashed, negative). Anomalies greater (less) than the 95th (5th) percentile in a Monte Carlo analysis are shaded dark (light) gray.
respective eight groups that exhibited a pattern similar to the 500-hPa geopotential height composite anomaly patterns. The second pair of numbers in parentheses indicates that including additional extreme proxy seasons (i.e., beyond the initial 4–6) maintains or increases the percentage of seasons that match the composite pattern for two of the eight groups (cold-season least fractionated isotopes and warm-season most fractionated isotopes). The cold seasons of both extremes of isotopes and accumulation are associated with the most consistent height anomaly patterns (i.e., 67%–100% of the extreme proxy cold seasons match the composite pattern) and have the best potential to be high fidelity proxies for 500-hPa geopotential height patterns in the North Pacific region over the last ~500 years. With the exception of most-fractionated isotopes, the warm season extreme proxy values are not associated with consistent atmospheric circulation patterns.

The height anomaly composites for the highest accumulation and least fractionated isotopes cold-season composites both show a positive PNA tripole pattern from the subtropical Pacific to western North America. This positive PNA pattern acted to increase southerly flow from a moisture source into the St. Elias Mountains thereby providing a mechanism for increased accumulation and potentially less fractionated isotopes. The second eigenmode of precipitation (Fig. 4b), with positive
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**FIG. 8.** Average 500-hPa geopotential height anomalies for the (a) five most fractionated isotopes cold seasons, (b) six most fractionated isotopes warm seasons, (c) six least fractionated isotopes cold seasons, and (d) six least fractionated isotopes warm seasons. Height anomalies are contoured in intervals of 10 m, beginning at +10 m (solid, positive) and −10 m (dashed, negative). Anomalies greater (less) than the 95th (5th) percentile in a Monte Carlo analysis are shaded dark (light) gray.
precipitation anomalies focused along the southern Alaskan coast, and the first eigenmode of temperature (Fig. 5), with warm temperature anomalies in northwestern North America, are consistent with a positive PNA pattern (Trenberth et al. 1998; Rodionov et al. 2007). The statistically significant EOF–proxy correlations and robust height anomaly composite patterns support that Eclipse preserves a regional record of climate variability.

The opposite pattern occurred for the low accumulation and most fractionated cold-season groups. This pattern is associated with a flatter trough–ridge pattern and weaker and/or fewer cyclones to deposit snow across the St. Elias Mountains. With small-amplitude short waves bringing snowfall to Eclipse, winds associated with these systems would draw upon moisture from a source to the west or southwest. Sea surface temperatures decrease from east to west in the North Pacific, implying a colder, more fractionated isotope moisture source that can be a source of the more fractionated isotopes in the Eclipse ice cores suggesting stable isotopes may be an indicator of moisture source region (Merlivat and Jouzel 1979; Johnsen et al. 1989). Colder air masses with associated higher fractionated isotopes (Dansgaard 1964) would also occur with a westerly wind direction.

Eight out of the top 10 least fractionated isotopes and five of the top six high accumulation cold seasons were associated with SST patterns of a positive PDO and/or an El Niño. An El Niño occurred for five of the top nine least-fractionated isotopes cold seasons while a positive PDO occurred for 7 of the top 10. Of the three cold seasons in the top 10 least fractionated isotopes that had a positive PDO and not an El Niño, two seasons (1961, 1981) are in the top six of the high accumulation group (the other, 2001, only has proxy data from core 3). Taken together, these data suggest positive SST anomalies in the eastern tropical Pacific during an El Niño interact with the atmosphere to produce positive PNA patterns that result in less-negative values of isotopes to Eclipse, but not extremely high accumulation, while SST in a positive PDO pattern cause positive PNA patterns that result in high accumulation at Eclipse, but not extremely low fractionated isotopes. The different forcing mechanisms of each—El Niño–related convection driving the upper-tropospheric dynamical cause of the former (e.g., Rasmussen and Wallace 1983) and the lower-tropospheric atmosphere–ocean coupling driving the latter—may explain why high isotopes and accumulation do not occur during the same seasons regularly. We speculate that the enhanced SST gradient south of Alaska associated with a positive PDO [~2K (1000 km)] causes increased low-level baroclinicity that 1) fuels stronger or more cyclones that deposit more snow at Eclipse and/or 2) shifts the mean tracks of cyclones to be more favorable to deposit snow at Eclipse. Evidence that supports case 2 is seen in observational and numerical modeling studies that show the PDO modulates the spatial teleconnections of ENSO (e.g., Gershunov and Barnett 1998; Yu and Zwiers 2007). A general reversal of these height and SST anomalies occurred for the low accumulation and most fractionated isotopes cold seasons that were associated with a negative PNA pattern. All top eight most fractionated isotopes and six of the top seven lowest accumulation cold seasons were associated with a negative PDO. Very few seasons between the two groups match, but over half of the top 10 seasons of both groups were associated with a La Niña suggesting La Niña–PDO interactions may not be the reason for the different seasons in the low accumulation and low stable isotopes groups.

All lowest accumulation seasons occurred prior to 1977 and most highest accumulation seasons occurred after 1977, the year that the multidecadal period of the PDO switched from a negative to a positive phase. At this time, temperature across Alaska increased abruptly by 1°C and annual precipitation increased approximately 20% into the 1980s and 1990s (Shulski and Wendler 2007). This association suggests multidecadal modes of North Pacific SST variability cause an imbalance in the probability of Eclipse receiving high or low seasonal accumulation.

For the warm season, only the most fractionated isotopes group showed modest consistency in its patterns (~67%) exhibiting 500-hPa geopotential height anomalies that caused a deamplified trough–ridge pattern. The composite (Fig. 8b) is similar to the leading mode of summer (JJA) 200-hPa geopotential height characterized by a stronger North Pacific anticyclone and cooler surface air temperatures in southern Alaska and Yukon (Lau et al. 2004). A physical model similar to the cold-season most-fractionated isotopes may also apply here. The similarity of patterns for both cold- and warm-season most fractionated isotopes suggests a preferred pathway

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ice core records</th>
<th>Cold season</th>
<th>Warm season</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High accumulation</td>
<td>4/5</td>
<td>2/4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low accumulation</td>
<td>4/6</td>
<td>1/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Most-fractionated δ</td>
<td>5/5</td>
<td>4/6 (6/9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Least-fractionated δ</td>
<td>4/6 (8/10)</td>
<td>2/6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. The number preceding the shill is the number of seasons showing 500-hPa geopotential height anomalies of the most common pattern for that group. The number following the shill is the number of seasons used in the respective group for the 1948–2001 period. For some groups, expanding the groups to include more extreme proxy seasons maintains or increases the value of the fraction and is shown in parentheses for those groups. Boldface indicates the groups associated with the most consistent anomaly patterns (≥80%).
and, potentially, singular mode for highly fractionated isotopes to reach Eclipse. For the warm-season groups in general, multiple phenomena, such as convection and cutoff lows that may not have statistically significant synoptic-scale height anomalies, may contribute to high accumulation during the warm season.

The results shown here, calculated by isolating the most extreme seasons of isotopes and accumulation, add to other studies using the same general method that also reveal nonlinearities with the high and low extremes. Rupper et al. (2004) also found a strong positive PNA signal in the high accumulation years at nearby Mt. Logan, but no consistent signal for low accumulation years. Moore et al. (2002) made a composite of 250-hPa geopotential height of the difference between the top and bottom five accumulation years between 1948–87 at Mt. Logan and found circulation patterns resembling the PNA during anomalous accumulation years similar to Eclipse. These strong associations from multiple studies support the methodology of choosing only the extreme years or seasons of accumulation and isotopes from ice cores in the Saint Elias Range and possibly elsewhere. Meanwhile, intermediate values may result from a more balanced mix of these oceanic and atmospheric patterns and/or other patterns and phenomena that offset each other and produce weak composite anomalies. Or, they may result from variability in the strength and location of the PNA centers of action that result in variability of storm tracks, preferred precipitation pathways, and therefore, the amount of precipitation and fractionation of isotopes received at any specific location.

To further test the aforementioned idea that isotope ratios vary with source region, a traditional analysis of deuterium excess ($d$) was performed (Merlivat and Jouzel 1979; Johnsen et al. 1989; Fisher et al. 2004). Sections of core 2 (1936–69) and core 3 (1912–2001) were sampled for both $\delta^{18}$O and $\delta D$. Over their common interval (1936–69), they correlated weakly and negatively for both the cold ($-0.17$) and warm ($-0.15$) seasons. Composites of 500-hPa geopotential height anomalies for the top and bottom five $d$ seasons of each core’s respective time period revealed weaker meridional flow for three of the four groups, with the top five cold seasons in core 2 featuring a positive height anomaly just south of Eclipse. These results indicate $d$ does not appear to be a consistent proxy for moisture source region at Eclipse, which agrees with the conclusions by Fisher et al. (2004) that $d$ indicates moisture source only in higher elevations in the St. Elias Mountains (e.g., Mt. Logan), and the atmospheric model of variable isotope layers posited by Holdsworth et al. (2002); Holdsworth (2008). Rather, $\delta D$ and $\delta^{18}$O are reliable indicators of atmospheric circulation patterns, and possibly, moisture source region via these patterns.

While a more persistent or stronger meridional pattern appears responsible for most high accumulation cold seasons, the cold season with the highest accumulation (1962; 91 cm) was associated with the converse pattern—a flatter Rossby wave. We ran several analyses to determine the cause of this outlier. Meteorologically, an analysis of Hovmöller diagrams of 4-times-daily 500-hPa geopotential height and SLP of multiple years, including 1962, do not suggest any unusually powerful cyclones or significantly higher frequency of cyclones. Stations from the Cook Inlet to the Alaskan panhandle and northward to the Alaska Range all experienced near or slightly above average precipitation in each year from 1961–63, which supports categorically high accumulation. The beta activity and Cs-137 peaks in 1962 from nuclear activity ensures that this year is dated accurately (see Fig. 2 in Wake et al. (2002) for a beta activity time series). All three cores had above average accumulation, with core 3 having its highest cold season accumulation (110 cm). Although we cannot completely rule out unusual meteorological phenomena, we conclude the most likely cause for the 1962 outlier is a subseasonal dating offset that permitted the inclusion of accumulation from the previous and/or subsequent warm seasons to cause an above average accumulation cold season to appear exceptional.

5. Conclusions

This detailed analysis of the Eclipse stacked accumulation and stable isotope records quantified modern era relationships with climate indices, North Pacific SST, and regional atmospheric circulation patterns on a seasonal temporal scale. The most extreme ice core accumulation and extreme stable isotope values (up to 20% of the seasons in the 53 years of records examined) for the cold season from Eclipse are associated with consistent atmospheric circulation patterns. It is these extreme proxy cold seasons that have the highest potential for reconstruction of regional patterns, such as the PNA and the PDO. Specifically, the least-fractionated isotopes and high accumulation cold seasons are both associated with positive PDO and PNA patterns at 80% confidence. Although they share the same atmospheric pattern, the least fractionated isotopes and high accumulation cold seasons do not match. This could be caused by different ocean–atmosphere interactions associated with the two groups: anomalous equatorial Pacific convection inducing a dynamically driven positive PNA for least fractionated isotopes and North Pacific ocean–atmosphere coupling with an increased SST
gradient inducing a positive PNA pattern conducive to higher accumulation. The opposite ocean and atmospheric patterns are associated with the most fractionated isotopes and the low accumulation cold seasons at 100% and 67% confidence, respectively. Of the four warm season groups, only the most fractionated isotope values were associated with a relatively consistent pattern (67%), which was similar to the cold season most fractionated isotope composite pattern with a slight shift to the west. The characteristics of transient atmospheric features that comprise these mean seasonal 500-hPa geopotential height patterns will be explored in future work.

Despite several high percentages, the consistency of atmospheric circulation patterns for each of the four cold-season proxy groups is 67%–100% and for the four warm seasons groups is 50% or less, except for the most fractionated isotopes warm season. Even the higher percentages imply that errors will occur in a reconstruction using these extreme proxy values. At best, we can expect to reconstruct up to one-fifth of the cold seasons at a high level of confidence (>67%) if basic paleoclimate reconstruction assumptions are true. It will be beneficial to expand this analysis over a longer calibration period.

The composite patterns and stronger correlations between proxies and meteorological station data support the method of averaging multiple ice core records to generate a record with a stronger climate signal. The well-constrained depth−age scale, negligible amount of melt, and high accumulation rate give us high confidence in this calibration. We expect this Eclipse climate proxy calibration will allow extreme years of accumulation and stable isotopes to be used to reconstruct atmospheric circulation and SST patterns for approximately one-fifth of cold seasons, which will be explored in a future study.
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